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4 Calibration, brute force map making (BFMTV)

4.1 Notations

Following notation introduced in the previous sections :
• ~! is the unit vector in a given sky direction - and ~!s correspond to the direction of a

source s in the sky
• The frequency dependent wave-vector

~! = (sin ✓ cos�, sin ✓ sin�, cos ✓) k = �2⇡

�
~! = �2⇡⌫

c
~!

• Although we can use different coordinate systems for the baselines and angles, we
assume that the default coordinate system is the one defined at the local instrument
position on earth. The Oz axis is the local vertical, pointing toward the zenith, the Ox
axis is along the East-West direction, poiting toward East, and the Oy axis is in the
meridien plane, North-South, pointing toward north. The two angles ✓,� are spheri-
cal coordinate angles defined with respect to this reference system. ✓ = ⇡/2�elevation

and � = ⇡/2� azimuth.
• A source is characterised by its time dependent position on the sky ~!s(t) , its fre-

quency dependent intensity or associated electric field

Is(⌫) = |Es(⌫)|2 = E⇤
s (⌫)Es(⌫)

• The single dish beam Di(~!), located in position ~ri correspond to a single dish/feed
response in the direction ~!. If dishes can be pointed to a given direction, defined by
the direction �, or the single angle/index �, the single feed beam response will be
written as :

Feed#i : Di(~!) Di(�, ~!) or Di(�, ~!)

• The electronic and cables represent a frequncy dependent complex gain for each feed

Gi(⌫) = gi(⌫) exp(i'i(⌫))

• The visibility Vij for a single source will be written as follows, taking into account
the additive noise contribution. The noise contribution has been written as hn⇤

inji
, to show the visibility averging time, but the source motion in the sky during this
averaging time has been neglected.

Vij = D⇤
i (~!s)Dj(~!s) exp (iks(~rj � ~ri))G

⇤
iGj Is + hn⇤

inji

Vij =

⇣
Di(~!s)e

ik~ri Es

⌘⇤ ⇣
Dj(~!s)e

ik~rjE
⌘
G⇤

iGj + hn⇤
inji

• For multiple sources in the sky , the DiEs terms should be replaced by a sum :

Di(~!s)e
ik~ri Es !

X

s

Di(~!s)e
iks~ri Es
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4.2 Calibration

• We can define the column vector [Ds
], the gain vector [G] , and writing the previous

equation for the full Hermitian visibility matrix [[V]]. Note that ⇧ denotes element
wise matrix mutiplication and † the Hermitian conjugate (=transpose + complex
conjugate) :

[Ds
] =

"
X

s

Di(~!s)e
iks~ri Es

#

[G] =
⇥
gi e

i'i
⇤

[[V]] = (Vij) with Vji = V⇤
ij (HermitianVisibilitymatrix)

[[V]] = [Ds
]
†
[Ds

] ⇧ [G]
†
[G] + h[n]† [n]i

• Defining the combined response-gain vector [DsG], the above equation can also be
written as

[DsG] =

" 
X

s

Di(~!s)e
iks~ri Es

!
Gi

#

[[V]] = [DsG]
†
[DsG] + h[n]† [n]i Eq.C

• Assuming a single time snapshot of visibility measurement, known sources in the
sky (single or multiple sources), the gains can be easily determined if the noise is
negligible or can be estimated and subtracted. The [DsG] vectors can be extracted by
computing the eigenvectors (SVD) of the noise subtracted visibility matrix. The gains
Gi can be determined if the Ds

i are known.
• One sees easily that for a single source, the beam amplitude Di(~!s) and the gain

amplitude gi are fully degenerate, as the phase 'i is degenerate with antenna posi-
tions. When a single source contribution dominates, antenna position error can be
compensated for by the phase term 'i in the gain Gi. This should also be true even
if multiple sources contribute to the measured visibilities. Using visibility measure-
ment at several frequencies would not help much, as the phase 'i(⌫) has a poorly
known frequency dependency.

• If we use a set of visibility measurements at different times, assuming stable (constant
over time) gains Gi, extracting the gains, assuming known beam response, array geo-
metry (feed positions), the determination of the pair wise gains, the vector [G⇤

iGj ] can
still be seen as the solution of an over constrained linear system, with an optimal so-
lution if noise covariance matrix is known . . .

• Assuming known beam response (as a function of angle), known sky sources and
stable gains, it should be possible to extract the feed positions ~ri in addition to the
gains. However, considering a primary beam size of a few degrees, sky sources will
have significant contribution only when the source direction ~!s is within few degrees
of the antenna axis. A shift on the feed position projected along the antenna axis can
be compensated by the phase term 'i in the feed gain.
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